
Facial recognition creates a digital map of the face

BIOMETRICS–YOUR BODY IS NOW YOUR ID
Problems, answers and legislative solutions

Enrolling the world in a single global biometric ID system

Citizens of the world are being enrolled in a single global system of identification and financial
control. Facial recognition, digital fingerprinting and ir is recognition are forms of biometric
identification being used by many states and nations to identify their citizens, for control and
surveillance. Once enrolled, your body becomes proof of identity.

There must be enrollment (passports, driver’s license/ID 
cards–DL/ID cards, etc.), common standards (so
information can be shared) and linked databases (for
access, searching and sharing of personal-biometric
information).

U.S. citizens are being identified and enrolled in this
system without their knowledge, through DL/ID cards and passports. This global biometric system
relies on common standards designed by two international organizations, over which U.S. citizens
have no control, the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) and the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), part of the United Nations (UN).

AAMVA sets biometric DL/ID card standards and provides the information-sharing network,
AAMVAnet, which will include Mexico, Canada and other nations under the REAL ID ACT of
2005 (a federal DL/ID law that imposes these international standards on state ID). ICAO sets
facial recognition photo and international biometric “e-Passport” standards (enrollment is 50 
million/year).

Despite being highly inaccurate, facial recognition is the biometric of e-Passport and REAL ID.
Since facial recognition is used with common digital photos, collected by states and nations,
PERMANENT biometric enrollment can occur as databases, containing personal-biometric-photo
information, are linked. Database linking can occur without the individual’s knowledge. REAL ID 
requires states to link their databases, sharing personal-biometric information and the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) boasts of a global personal-biometric sharing system.

Robert Mocny (DHS US-Vis it) stated that“information sharing is appropriate around the world,” 
and DHS plans to create a“Global Security Envelope of internationally shared biometric data 
that would permanently link individuals with biometric ID, personal information held by
governments and corporations.”

This system attacks state and national sovereignty and our rights of representation. U.S. citizens
have no control over the international organizations that will identify them and control their ability
to buy, sell and travel. A universal ID system will break open the borders and is the foundation for



such programs as the “Security Prosperity Partnership.” Biometrics, and global information 
sharing, permanentlyenrolls us into a system that threatens religious beliefs, privacy and states’ 
rights (all protected by the Bill of Rights) and will certainly facilitate an international ID theft
pandemic.

DRIVER’S LICENSE or PASSPORT = GLOBAL BIOMETRIC 
ENROLLMENT

ACTION - Stopping REAL ID is not enough–DHS will impose biometrics, global data sharing,
and collection of personal information through REAL ID, other legis lation or through of the state
DL/ID card vendor. Once state databases are “standardized,” DHS can legally access state records 
and share personal-biometric information globally. Standardization must occur before sharing. To
prevent that, the goal of state legislation is to make state databases UNUSABLE for sharing,
incomplete, incompatible with facial recognition, etc.

Use this document to inform State and U.S. lawmakers of the problems and solutions. Email
“Stop REAL ID Coalition” for digital copies of documents and proposed, and existing, 
legislation. Share this document with pastors and political groups but especially with
lawmakers. Ask them to author or support legislation that will:

 Ban participation in REAL ID
 Ban the use of biometrics
 Reduce DL/ID card photo resolution so it is incompatible with facial recognition
 Wipe existing biometric data–stored and backup
 End the collection and storage of Social Security Numbers and end state participation in

federal programs that collect a SSN (through DL/ID cards) and share data through AAMVA
 Require the Legislature and Governor to approve ALL DL/ID card related rules and

information sharing agreements, by state motor vehicle departments, before implementation
(for transparency - no hidden biometrics or international agendas, AAMVA, ICAO, etc.)

 Establish a state-to-state data sharing system and do away with AAMVA information
sharing for non-Commercial Driver Licenses
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Driver’s License with Facial 
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Enhanced Driver’s License - Facial
Recognition - RFID chip–used as a
DL/ID-passport for border-states
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ICAO Logo–ICAO is
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